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NEW POLICY

In early 2008 we decided to change the policy concerning some of our activities.
The Hollow Cross – as a book – had never been a commercial project, and with a rather costly self-
publishing issue lacking the support of retail sales, we had ventured a very limited edition.
We feel that spreading our views and the related facts is more helpful to the objectives of ART & 
REASON than occasional sales.
Therefore, we now make the complete contents of the book The Hollow Cross  available FREE as a 
PDF  document,  including  the  book’s  loose  post-print  add-on,  and  we  will  be  pleased  to  read 
comments from international readers, if they care to drop us a line.

                                                                  IF YOU STILL WANT TO BUY THE ORIGINAL
                                                              AT A REDUCED PRICE, LET US KNOW!
  
                                              
60  pages  (plus  post-print  note)  -  in  a  rather  entertaining  tone  -  the  historic  truth  and  personal 
conclusions on the role of religions and churches. Some details may surprise and others are likely to 
shock - they should.

A  neatly  presented  paperback,  with  attractive  miniatures  of  the  paintings  in  The  Hollow  Cross  
Collection separating the chapters, the essay in  The Hollow Cross is for the knowledgeable and the 
uninformed, and another contribution to atheist thought. But also a challenge for the waverers. 
This book is a self-publishing issue that combines the artistic approach with a refreshing prose and 
overview material with views of famous persons. A rewarding item for your private library.
It is basically not profit-oriented and international distribution may be limited, but as long as available, 
we send out every single order from Luxembourg.

Read this book!
Do we want to perish for something invented,

for the biggest swindle in the history of humankind?

The Hollow Cross – get the complete contents of the book here FREE – (PDF file 986 KB).

For all inquiries:
wammer@pt.lu    

You can communicate with us in English, French, German, Czech and Luxemburgish.

You will change your mind or feel confirmed in 
your opinion,  but  what you get in addition is 
compelling  evidence  for  overdue  drastic 
changes in modern societies. No one can agree 
with the contents of this book without an urge 
to foster improvement. And those who disagree 
must have very weird reasons of their own.

    
THE HOLLOW CROSS

Vim Wammer

http://www.artreason.de/download/THC_web_book2008.pdf
mailto:wammer@pt.lu
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